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“This PR is a first step towards 
API versioning and using a 

dedicated hostname for API.”



API v0



No versioning



Rails controllers



Same hostname as the web site



API v1



Introduce path-based versioning



Still uses the same controllers



Introduces the hostname 
api.dnsimple.com

http://api.dnsimple.com


Simple transition through 
minimal changes



Why path-based versioning?



“The approach I followed is simple. May be 
not the most restful, but it's the one very 

commonly adopted that will also allow us to 
switch to a mime-based approach (in case we 

want to follow that route in the future).”



Everything in the URL 
is easily visible in logs



Easiest implementation for both 
production and consumption



Hitting path-based versioned 
APIs with a browser is easy



The API version is embedded in the 
path and it prefixes the API URL



/v1/domains 
/v1/domains/1/records



New versions increase 
the major number



/v2/domains 
/v2/domains/1/records



Path and verb changes can be 
introduced at major version changes



Why a separate 
hostname?



Easily flag requests as API requests



Improved error handling due to clear 
indication of what is an API call



Adds the ability to extract 
API code from controllers



Provides easier scaling



Launched 
January 14, 2014



Provided a PR for every client 
on GitHub to add the v1 API 



API v2



11 months 
later…

https://www.flickr.com/photos/lofink/415268111



A roadmap is formed

https://www.flickr.com/photos/chucknado/4828249075



A major decision



Hanami



Benefits of a sub application



No longer tightly coupled 
to the Rails controllers



Next we needed to define the 
major changes to implement



• Conversion to commands 
• Request Parameters & Response Serialization 
• Error management 
• Authentication 
• Methods 
• Pagination 
• Throttling 
• API clients



Conversion to commands



Commands is an internal 
name - it’s not necessarily 

the command design pattern



http://confreaks.tv/videos/railsconf2016-
developing-and-maintaining-a-platform-

with-rails-and-lotus

http://confreaks.tv/videos/railsconf2016-developing-and-maintaining-a-platform-with-rails-and-lotus
http://confreaks.tv/videos/railsconf2016-developing-and-maintaining-a-platform-with-rails-and-lotus
http://confreaks.tv/videos/railsconf2016-developing-and-maintaining-a-platform-with-rails-and-lotus


Reusable business logic



Commands encapsulate 
behavior



Commands are reusable in 
multiple controllers



All existing controllers are 
converted to commands



Request Parameters



Remove the object type key



{ 
 "record": { 
  "name": "www1", 
  "record_type": "A", 
  "content": "1.2.3.4" 
 } 
}

{ 
 "name": "www1", 
 "record_type": "A", 
 "content": “1.2.3.4" 
}



Response Serialization



Remove the object type key



Add a data key



{ 
 "record": { 
  "name": "www1", 
  "record_type": "A", 
  "content": "1.2.3.4" 
 } 
}

{ 
 "data": { 
  "name": "www1", 
  "record_type": "A", 
  "content": "1.2.3.4" 
 } 
}



Why data



Developed custom serialization code 
for tighter control over serialization



Error Management



Error responses are unified



{ 
  “message”: “Human readable”, 
  “error”: [{“key1”: “error1”}] 
}



Response codes updated to better 
conform to HTTP specifications



Authentication



HTTP basic auth is retained



Access tokens are introduced



Pagination



page and per_page 
query strings introduced



{ 
  "data": [ 
    { 
      "id": 1, 
      "first_name": "Jane", 
      "last_name": "Smith" 
    }, 
    { 
      "id": 3, 
      "first_name": "John", 
      "last_name": "Smith", 
    } 
  ], 
  "pagination": { 
    "current_page": 1, 
    "per_page": 30, 
    "total_entries": 2, 
    "total_pages": 1 
  } 
}



Sorting and filtering



Sort parameters can be combined



Throttling



Rate limiting is introduced



X-RateLimit-Limit: The maximum number of 
requests you can perform per hour. 

X-RateLimit-Remaining: The number of 
requests remaining in the current rate limit 
window. 

X-RateLimit-Reset: The time at which the 
current rate limit window in Unix time format.



Methods



Not HTTP methods



All of the API URLs in the system



Needed a way to track what was 
new, changing, removed, etc.



Also what the implementation state 
is for each supported method







API clients



Ruby was the original, 
available since 2010



New version of Ruby client launched 
2 May 2016



Go added, and used for 
testing design principles



https://slidr.io/weppos/using-go-to-
guide-api-design-decisions-dotgo-2016

https://slidr.io/weppos/using-go-to-guide-api-design-decisions-dotgo-2016
https://slidr.io/weppos/using-go-to-guide-api-design-decisions-dotgo-2016


Elixir 
6 Sept 2016



NodeJS 
13 Sept 2016



Unreleased: Java



Unreleased: PHP





Developing clients gets 
easier with each new client



Common design patterns emerge



Shared HTTP fixtures



https://blog.dnsimple.com/2017/01/
api-client-testing-with-http-fixtures/



Maintenance is a challenge



Developing clients means 
committing to ongoing maintenance



Open sourcing helps thanks to 
contributions from the community



But open sourcing means you are 
committing to triaging issues and 

pull requests



So what happened?



API v2 Beta 
9 March 2016



Webhooks 
Launched 23 Mar 2016



API v2 General Availability 
Launched 13 Dec 2016



What else needed to be 
done prior to release?



Gathered metrics on V1 
endpoint usage



Prioritized implementation 
based on usage



Clean up and 
review of all codeht
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Write documentation

https://www.flickr.com/photos/horrgakx/2964294812



Provide example code



Define deprecation timeline



API v0 disabled 
31 October 2014



API v1 scheduled for deprecation 
1 Oct 2017



Stats

https://www.flickr.com/photos/gasi/348056337



717 Days from “Start” to “Finish”



3 (almost) full-time team members 
out of 11 total, with a collaborative 

effort from the entire DNSimple team



4 official API clients, with 2 
more under development



75 API methods currently available



251 tickets across 7 major 
milestones



~423 API related support 
tickets handled in the last year



~1934 commits, across the 4 API 
clients and the server codebase



What’s next?

https://www.flickr.com/photos/richblend/7101579587

https://www.flickr.com/photos/richblend/7101579587


Domain Management Automation



The DNSimple Platform



platform.dnsimple.com

http://platform.dnsimple.com


Connecting domains with the 
services you use



Example: 
Heroku



Anyone can build an add-on



Made possible because of API v2


